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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is a valuable tool for charac-
terizing the structural dynamics of folded proteins and should be
similarly applicable to disordered proteins and proteins with both
folded and disordered regions. It has been unclear, however,
whether any physical model (force field) used in MD simulations
accurately describes both folded and disordered proteins. Here,
we select a benchmark set of 21 systems, including folded and
disordered proteins, simulate these systems with six state-of-the-
art force fields, and compare the results to over 9,000 available
experimental data points. We find that none of the tested force
fields simultaneously provided accurate descriptions of folded
proteins, of the dimensions of disordered proteins, and of the
secondary structure propensities of disordered proteins. Guided
by simulation results on a subset of our benchmark, however, we
modified parameters of one force field, achieving excellent
agreement with experiment for disordered proteins, while main-
taining state-of-the-art accuracy for folded proteins. The resulting
force field, a99SB-disp, should thus greatly expand the range of
biological systems amenable to MD simulation. A similar approach
could be taken to improve other force fields.
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Many biologically important functions are carried out bydisordered proteins or proteins containing structurally
disordered regions. Unlike folded proteins, disordered proteins
have native states that lack a well-defined tertiary structure. To
structurally characterize such proteins, with the aim of ultimately
giving mechanistic insight into their function, it is necessary to
determine the heterogeneous ensembles of conformations that
they adopt. One potential approach is molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation, which, in principle, provides a direct computational
route to determining structurally disordered states in atomic detail.
The quality of MD simulation results is, however, strongly de-
pendent on the accuracy of the physical model (force field) used.
Significant progress has recently been made in the ability of
MD force fields to accurately describe folded proteins (1–6).
Despite these remarkable successes, however, initial compari-
sons of MD simulations of disordered proteins and peptides with
experimental measurements from techniques including NMR
spectroscopy, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and FRET
showed significant discrepancies (7–9). Our study of multiple
popular force fields and water models (7), for example, showed
that all tested combinations produced disordered states that were
substantially more compact than estimated from experiments.
There have been a number of attempts to improve the ability
of force fields to describe disordered states. Head-Gordon and
coworkers (9) optimized solvent–water van der Waals (vdW)
interactions to reproduce experimental solvation free energies
for a number of model organic compounds. Best et al. (8)
rescaled protein–water interactions in the a03w protein force
field (10) by a constant factor to produce more realistic dimen-
sions of unfolded states of proteins. Recently, we found that
dispersion interactions in the water models used for MD simu-
lation are severely underestimated; simulations performed with a
water model that was designed to have a more balanced de-
scription of dispersion and electrostatic interactions produced
disordered states that more closely agree with experimental
measurements (7). Unfortunately, in preliminary tests, this water
model sometimes resulted in less accurate simulations of folded
proteins (7). Initial studies of the other force-field improvements
mentioned above with folded proteins are more encouraging (8,
9). In the absence of large-scale systematic tests of force-field
accuracy, however, it has been unclear whether any force field
currently in use can accurately describe both folded and disordered
protein states. A force field that is capable of providing accurate
descriptions of both ordered and disordered proteins is naturally
highly desirable, as it would enable simulations of, for example,
proteins containing both ordered and disordered regions and
proteins that transition between ordered and disordered states.
In this investigation, we systematically and quantitatively as-
sess the accuracy of a number of state-of-the-art force fields from
the CHARMM and Amber families through MD simulations of
a variety of ordered and disordered proteins. We assembled a
large benchmark set of 21 experimentally well-characterized
proteins and peptides, including folded proteins, fast-folding
proteins, weakly structured peptides, disordered proteins with
some residual secondary structure, and disordered proteins with
almost no detectable secondary structure. This benchmark set
contains over 9,000 previously reported experimental data
points. The Amber force fields tested were a99SB*-ILDN (11,
12) with the TIP3P water model (13), a99SB-ILDN with the
TIP4P-D water model (7), the a03ws force field containing em-
pirically optimized solute–solvent dispersion interactions (8),
and the a99SB force field with modified Lennard–Jones (LJ)
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parameters proposed by Head-Gordon and coworkers (9). The
CHARMM force fields tested were C22* (14) and C36m (6).
C36m is a recent update to the C36 force field that was shown to
greatly improve the structural properties of small disordered pep-
tides, but that does not solve the problem of overcompactness of
disordered proteins. In general, we find that the tested force fields
give results in good agreement with experiment for many bench-
mark systems but that none of these previously existing force fields
produce accurate dimensions and residual secondary structure
propensities for disordered proteins while simultaneously providing
accurate descriptions of folded proteins.
We complete our investigation by attempting to improve the
parameters of an existing force field. Using the a99SB-ILDN
protein force field with the TIP4P-D water model as a starting
point, we optimized torsion parameters and introduced small
changes in the protein and water vdW interaction terms,
resulting in a force field, a99SB-disp, that achieves unprece-
dented levels of accuracy in simulations of disordered protein
states while maintaining state-of-the-art accuracy for folded
proteins. The parameters were obtained by iteratively in-
troducing parameter modifications to reduce the observed
discrepancies between simulations and experimental mea-
surements on a subset of our benchmark dataset. The final
parameters were tested on the remainder of the benchmark to
reduce the risk of overfitting. We expect that a99SB-disp will
enable substantially more accurate simulations to be carried
out for a range of important biological systems. The example
of a99SB-disp also shows that the simplified functional forms
currently used in MD force fields are not incompatible with
the accurate simulation of both ordered and disordered pro-
tein states with a single set of parameters; it is likely that the
parameters of other force fields can similarly be improved by
using the benchmark presented here.
Results
Composition of the Benchmark Set. To determine the accuracy of
force fields for both ordered and disordered protein states, we
assembled a benchmark set of 21 proteins and peptides, in-
cluding folded and disordered systems (Fig. 1). Over 9,000 ex-
perimental data points are available for this set of proteins.
This benchmark set includes four folded proteins [ubiquitin,
GB3, hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL), and bovine pancreatic
trypsin inhibitor (BPTI)] that have been characterized by ex-
perimental NMR J couplings, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs),
and order parameters that describe their conformational fluctua-
tions. Calmodulin, a multidomain protein with two folded do-
mains connected by a flexible linker (15), has been characterized
by experimental NMR chemical shifts and RDCs that report on
the structure and dynamics of the folded domains and flexible
linker and SAXS scattering curves that report on the overall di-
mensions of the solution ensemble. Simulations of calmodulin can
simultaneously probe the ability of a force field to describe flexi-
bility in the linker region, to avoid overly compact structures, and
to maintain the structures of globular folded domains. To probe
the ability of the force fields to accurately describe the equilibrium
between ordered and disordered conformations, we examined the
temperature-dependent native-state stability of the fast-folding
variant of the villin head piece (referred to here as villin) (16),
Trp-cage (17), the GTT variant of the WW domain FiP35 (re-
ferred to here as GTT) (18), the helical (AAQAA)3 15-mer pep-
tide (19), and the small β-hairpin–forming peptide CLN025 (20).
We also selected for inclusion in the benchmark a set of
proteins that are disordered under physiological conditions and
for which extensive sets of NMR and SAXS data are available.
Disordered proteins can vary widely in terms of local order, re-
sidual secondary structure propensities, and compactness, and
our selections reflect this diversity. The benchmark includes the
disordered proteins ACTR (21), drkN SH3 (22), α-synuclein
(23), the NTAIL domain of the measles virus nucleoprotein (24),
Aβ40 (25), the ParE2-associated antitoxin PaaA2 (26), the pro-
liferating cell nuclear antigen-associated factor p15PAF (27), the
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor Sic1 (28), and an intrinsically
disordered region from the Saccharomyces cerevisiae transcrip-
tion factor Ash1 (29) (a region that we will refer to simply as
Ash1). Simulations of disordered proteins were compared with
experimental NMR J couplings, chemical shifts, and RDCs to
assess the accuracy of local conformational distributions; ex-
perimental paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs) to
assess the accuracy of transient tertiary contacts; and experi-
mental SAXS scattering data to determine the accuracy of sim-
ulated radii of gyration (Rg). We also included the bZip domain
of the GCN4 transcription factor (which we refer to as GCN4)
(30), a partially disordered dimer with an ordered helical coiled
coil dimerization domain. Simulations of GCN4 were compared
with experimental NMR chemical shifts and order parameters to
assess local conformational distributions and fluctuations. To
study the ability of force fields to describe an unstructured
peptide, we examined the disordered polyalanine peptide Ala5
(31), for which NMR J couplings are available. A full list of
experimental measurements used to evaluate the accuracy of
simulations is contained in SI Appendix, Table S1.
Assessment of the Ability of Current Force Fields to Reproduce the
Experimental Data. We examined the ability of a number of force
fields to accurately reproduce experimental data for the bench-
mark set. The force fields examined were the Amber force fields
a99SB*-ILDN (11, 12) with TIP3P (13), a03ws (8), a99SB-ILDN



















Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of systems contained in the benchmark set of proteins simulated in this work to assess and refine the accuracy of protein force
fields for both ordered and disordered protein states.






























Head-Gordon LJ (9) and dihedral (33) modifications (we refer
to this force field as a99SB-UCB) as well as the CHARMM force
fields C22* (14) with TIP3P-CHARMM (34) and C36m (6) with
TIP3P-CHARMM. This set of force fields allowed for the
comparison of the accuracy of two “helix-coil balanced” force
fields optimized for use with three-point water models (a99SB*-
ILDN and C22*), the recently optimized C36m force field, and
three force fields that use four-point water models. Comparisons
of simulations with experimental measurements are represented
by a normalized force-field score (Methods), where a normalized
force-field score of one indicates that a simulation with a given
force field produces the closest agreement with experiment
among all of the force fields tested for all classes of the experi-
mental observables considered. We discuss the most salient re-
sults from simulations with these six force fields in the text; a
detailed comparison between calculated and experimental
properties for each force field for each member of the bench-
mark set of proteins is reported in SI Appendix, Tables S2–S17.
Results for simulations run using a99SB-UCB are reported in
SI Appendix.
Folded proteins. To assess the performance of the force fields on
folded proteins, we first simulated four proteins for which ex-
tensive NMR data are available; 10-μs simulations of the folded
proteins ubiquitin, GB3, HEWL, and BPTI performed with
a99SB*-ILDN, C36m, C22*, and a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D rather
accurately reproduced the experimental NMR measurements
(Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Tables S3–S6 and S18).
Simulations of folded proteins run with the a03ws and a99SB-
UCB force fields gave substantially larger deviations from the
experimental results. Analysis of the trajectories reveals that, in
many cases, partial or complete unfolding of the proteins was
responsible for these deviations. We also examined the stability
of 11 additional folded proteins from the set by Huang et al. (6)
in 20-μs simulations in each force field (SI Appendix, Table S20)
and the agreement with NMR chemical shift and NOE mea-
surements for 41 additional folded proteins taken from the set by
Mao et al. (35) in 10-μs simulations in each force field (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S15 and Tables S21 and S26). We found that
a99SB*-ILDN/TIP3P yielded both the most stable simulations of
the proteins in the set by Huang et al. (6) and the closest
agreement with experimental chemical shifts and NOEs in the
dataset by Mao et al. (35). Simulations run with C36m and C22*
were somewhat less stable and had a higher average fraction of
NOE violations. Simulations run with a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D
and a03ws destabilized a larger fraction of proteins and pro-
duced the largest average fraction of NOE violations. We found
that the trends in stability and agreement with NMR measure-
ments of these additional 52 proteins were generally consistent
with conclusions drawn from the comparison of simulations of
HEWL, BPTI, GB3, and ubiquitin with more extensive sets of
experimental NMR data, with the exception that a99SB-ILDN/
TIP4P-D partially unfolded some of these 52 additional proteins.
Disordered and partially disordered proteins. We next examined the
accuracy of the force fields for simulating disordered proteins. In
simulations of the disordered proteins drkN SH3, ACTR, NTAIL,
α-synuclein, Aβ40, PaaA2, p15PAF, Sic1, and Ash1 run with
a99SB*-ILDN, we observed a systematic underestimation of the
average Rg values compared with experimental values, with
proteins adopting compact molten globule-like structures. In the
30-μs timescale examined here, sampling in simulations run with
a99SB*-ILDN tended to be restricted to conformations with very
similar topologies and contacts to the first structures sampled
after an initial hydrophobic collapse. As a result, the secondary
structure propensities observed in these simulations were largely
dictated by the conformation of the initial collapsed structure
and were less dependent on the intrinsic secondary structure
propensity of the local sequence. This interpretation is supported
by the observation that an a99SB*-ILDN simulation of the
NTAIL molecular recognition (MoRE) element, a truncated 31-
residue NTAIL construct that is too small to experience a re-
strictive hydrophobic collapse, showed helical propensities in
excellent agreement with experimental measurements, whereas
in the simulation of the entire NTAIL domain, the MoRE ele-
ment had restricted conformational flexibility because of the
overly compact structures sampled and did not sample any he-
lical conformations (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Overcollapse gener-
ally resulted in persistent secondary structure forming in simulations
where none is experimentally observed and overall poor agreement
with experimental secondary structure propensities. One exception
was the simulation of PaaA2, which was initiated from a confor-
mation containing two helices in the correct locations. The helices
remained intact in the initial collapsed structure and were stable
throughout the simulation.
Disordered protein simulations run with C22* and C36m
showed less restricted sampling and featured larger Rg fluctua-
tions, larger average Rg values, and more frequent rearrange-
ments of the chain topology than simulations run with a99SB*-
ILDN, but simulations in both CHARMM force fields still
substantially underestimated the Rg of larger (>60 residues)
disordered proteins, producing ensembles that are not consistent
with experimental data (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Consistent with
the less restricted sampling, C22* and C36m showed better
agreement with experimental secondary structure propensities
and NMR chemical shifts than a99SB*-ILDN for the majority of
the proteins examined here (Figs. 2 and 3 and SI Appendix,
Tables S7–S16) but did not capture residual helical propensities



























































































Fig. 2. Normalized force-field scores for simulations of folded and disor-
dered proteins from the benchmark examined in this work. Average scores
are also shown for calmodulin, which contains two folded globular domains
connected by a flexible linker, and GCN4, a partially disordered dimer that
contains an ordered coiled coil dimer interface. We note that simulations of
GB3, ubiquitin, drkN SH3, ACTR, NTAIL, and α-synuclein were used in the
training of the parameters of a99SB-disp. Statistical uncertainties in the
force-field score were estimated to be ∼0.1 for individual proteins (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S14).
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S12); both force fields also contained some elevated β pro-
pensities in drkN SH3 and α-synuclein that were not in agree-
ment with experimental chemical shifts and RDCs (SI Appendix,
Figs. S5 and S7 and Tables S7 and S10). [We note that, in the
C36m simulation of PaaA2, the stable helices seem to be the
result of stabilization of initial helical conformations from an
unphysical hydrophobic collapse (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).] Nota-
bly, of all of the force fields examined in this study, C36m pro-
duced the best agreement with the NMRmeasurements of Aβ40,
a relatively compact disordered protein that is too short to ex-
perience a restrictive hydrophobic collapse in simulation. C36m
resulted in slightly more expanded disordered-state ensembles
compared with C22* (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Tables S7–S16),
which uses the same water model, possibly as a result of the
changes introduced to the vdW terms of alkanes in C36m. This
result suggests that it may be interesting in future studies to
further explore changes to alkane vdW parameters and water
model parameters and their effect on disordered protein com-
pactness and the hydrophobic effect.
Simulations of disordered proteins run with a99SB-ILDN/
TIP4P-D, a99SB-UCB, and a03ws had Rg values much closer to
experimental measurements. The percentage deviations of the
average Rg from the experimental estimate for the disordered
proteins in the benchmark set were 10, 13, and 9% for a99SB-
ILDN/TIP4P-D, a99SB-UCB, and a03ws, respectively, compared
with 22, 26, and 36% for C36m, C22*, and a99SB*-ILDN,
respectively.
Simulations run with a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D showed no heli-
cal propensity for any regions of the proteins in the benchmark
set, and the helical coiled coil interface of the dimeric protein
GCN4 was unstable and dissociated into unstructured mono-
mers. These results suggest that the TIP4P-D water model in
combination with the a99SB-ILDN force field strongly destabi-
lizes helical conformations. In contrast, the simulated ensembles
of Aβ40 and α-synuclein, which contain little or no secondary
structure, showed good agreement with experimental NMR
measurements (SI Appendix, Tables S10 and S12).
Simulations run with a99SB-UCB also substantially under-
estimated residual helicity in all of the proteins tested, although
regions of drkN SH3 and NTAIL with stable experimental helices
showed small amounts of helical propensity in simulation (SI
Appendix, Figs. S5–S12). The GCN4 dimer also dissociated into
unstructured monomers when simulated with a99SB-UCB.
These results suggest the a99SB-UCB vdW overrides also
strongly destabilize helical conformations. Simulations of
Aβ40 and α-synuclein using a99SB-UCB produced excellent
agreement with experimental NMR measurements, surpassing
the agreement of simulations run with a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D.
Simulations run with a03ws had substantially more residual
helicity than a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D and a99SB-UCB. In the
a03ws simulations, several experimentally observed helices were
populated, although several other regions showed helical pro-
pensity where it was not observed experimentally or lacked he-
lical propensity where stable helices were detected in experiment
(Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Figs. S5–S12). We note that, even in the
more expanded ensembles of a03ws, we still observed some
contact-based secondary structure stabilization, although it ten-
ded to be with closely neighboring regions, as long-range con-
tacts were much more transient in these ensembles. These results
suggest that, although the relative stabilities of helix, sheet, and
coil in a03ws are in more reasonable agreement with experiment
than in a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D and a99SB-UCB, the relative
stabilities of the secondary structure elements for different
amino acids may require further tuning (36).
Ala5. For testing force-field performance on small peptides, we
performed 500-ns simulations of Ala5 with each force field and
computed scalar couplings. In SI Appendix, Table S2, we report
χ2 values (SI Appendix, Eq. S1) for each force field, taking into
account estimates of the errors produced by uncertainty in the
Karplus equation coefficients (8). All force fields investigated
here were parameterized against this NMR dataset or similar
data and, thus, reproduced the experimental scalar couplings
reasonably well. Simulations run with C36m, a03ws, a99SB-
UCB, and a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D had χ2 values < 1, which
suggest agreement with experiment within the error of the
Karplus equation predictions.
Fast-folding proteins and peptides. We performed simulated tem-
pering runs of the two short peptides (AAQAA)3 and CLN025
(Fig. 4), which have been widely used as force-field benchmarks
due to their ability to form helical or β structure. Consistent with
previous studies (2, 8), all force fields considered here consid-
erably underestimated the cooperativity of both hairpin and helix
formation. C22* best captured the helical propensity of
(AAQAA)3 at 300 K; a99SB*-ILDN, C36m, and a03ws per-
formed similarly on (AAQAA)3, showing helical propensities of
5–12% with relatively little temperature dependence. We ob-
served no helicity in (AAQAA)3 simulations run with a99SB-
ILDN/TIP4P-D and a99SB-UCB. a99SB*-ILDN and C22*
showed the closest agreement with the melting curve of CLN025.
All other force fields underestimated the stability of the native
CLN025 hairpin at 300 K to different extents.
In simulated tempering simulations of the fast-folding proteins
Trp-cage, GTT, and villin, we found that simulations run using
a99SB*-ILDN showed the closest agreement with the experimental








































Fig. 3. Helical propensities observed in simulations of the disordered pro-
teins drkN SH3 (A), ACTR (B), NTAIL (C), PaaA2 (D), GCN4 (E), and α-synuclein
(F). Black lines are experimental estimates from restrained ensemble models
calculated from NMR data [drkN SH3 (65), NTAIL (66), PaaA2 (26)] or predicted
from experimental NMR chemical shifts using the program δ2d (67) (ACTR,
α-synuclein, GCN4). We note that simulations of drkN SH3, ACTR, NTAIL, and
α-synuclein were used in the training of the parameters of a99SB-disp. For
clarity of presentation, error bars have been omitted but are displayed in SI
Appendix, Figs. S5–S7 and S10–S12.






























10–50 K (Fig. 4). In simulations run with C36m, the stabilities of
villin and Trp-cage were underestimated, and no folded struc-
tures of GTT were observed. In simulations run with a03ws, we
observed reasonable agreement with the experimental melting
curve of Trp-cage and a moderate underestimation of the sta-
bility and melting temperature of GTT. No stable folded struc-
tures were observed in the a03ws simulation of villin, and a
simulation of the native state of villin unfolded after 0.4 μs in a
300-K simulation. In simulated tempering simulations run with
a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D and a99SB-UCB, we did not observe any
folded species for any of the fast-folding proteins examined here.
Simulations of the native folded structures of Trp-cage and villin
run at 300 K confirmed that these structures are not stable on the
microsecond timescale in these force fields. Simulations of the
native state of GTT were stable at 300 K for 10 μs in C36m and
a99SB-UCB, and we previously observed reversible folding of
GTT in a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D at 395 K (7), suggesting that the
absence of folded states in the 300-μs simulated tempering runs
is likely the result of unconverged sampling.
Calmodulin. Experimental measurements for Ca2+-bound cal-
modulin indicate that it consists of two stable globular domains
connected by a flexible linker (15, 37–39). Ca2+-bound calmod-
ulin simulations were initiated from the “dumbbell”-shaped
crystal structure (40), in which the dynamic linker is in an entirely
helical conformation.
In simulations run with a99SB*-ILDN in TIP3P, the linker
quickly frayed and formed interactions with the C-terminal tail of
the protein that were stable on the 30-μs timescale observed
here. These interactions fortuitously stabilized a static domain
orientation with an Rg in reasonable agreement with experiment.
In the simulation run with C22*, the two domains collapsed to-
gether and then progressively unfolded throughout the remainder
of the simulation. In the a03ws simulation, the N-terminal do-
main became destabilized and largely unfolded after 2 μs, while
the C-terminal domain remained structured. In the a99SB-ILDN
simulations with TIP4P-D, the linker was highly flexible and
dynamic, and the two domains sampled a large number of ori-
entations with an average Rg in excellent agreement with ex-
periment, but the helical interfaces within the globular domains
became somewhat destabilized. Calmodulin simulations run with
a99SB-UCB were the least stable, with the N-terminal domain
unfolding after 0.5 μs and the C-terminal domain unfolding after
5 μs, resulting in the poorest agreement with the experimental
measurements. Calmodulin simulations in C36m showed flexi-
bility in the linker domain, sampled several orientations of the
two domains, and were in excellent agreement with experimental
measurements.
Summary of force-field benchmark testing. In our benchmark testing,
several of the force fields performed well in simulations of folded
proteins, but none of the force fields produced accurate di-
mensions and residual secondary structure propensities across
the set of disordered proteins while attaining state-of-the-art
performance for folded proteins. a99SB*-ILDN, for example,
performed well for simulations of folded proteins, small disor-
dered peptides, and fast-folding proteins but produced un-
realistic dimensions and poor agreement with residual secondary
structure propensities for disordered proteins. Simulations run
with C22* and C36m performed well for folded proteins and
showed decent agreement with experimental measurements for
small disordered proteins (<60 residues). Small peptides and
fast-folding proteins, however, were understabilized in C36m.
Simulations run with C22* and C36m also produced overly col-
lapsed ensembles of longer disordered proteins and showed
discrepancies in residual secondary structure propensities of
some disordered proteins.
Simulations run with force fields optimized to prevent the
overcollapse of disordered states produced more realistic di-
mensions for disordered proteins but often at the expense of the
accuracy of descriptions of residual secondary structure pro-
pensity and/or the stability of folded proteins. Simulations run
with a03ws, for example, accurately described the residual sec-
ondary populations of small peptides and the stability of some of
the fast-folding proteins, but they often resulted in lower stability
and degraded performance for folded proteins and inaccurate
residual secondary structure content in disordered proteins.
Simulations of disordered proteins without residual secondary
structure performed with a99SB-UCB were in good agreement
with experimental measurements, but simulations of folded
proteins were unstable, and the stability of residual secondary
structure propensities was substantially underestimated in dis-
ordered proteins and small peptides. Simulations run with
a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D performed well for folded proteins and
also provided accurate descriptions of disordered protein regions
with no residual secondary structure. The stability of secondary
structure elements in small peptides and disordered proteins was
severely underestimated, however, and the fast-folding proteins
and small peptides were unstable in this force field.
Optimization of a99SB-disp. We next asked if the difficulty in
consistently obtaining accurate results for both ordered and
disordered proteins reflects an intrinsic limitation in the force-
field functional forms or whether substantial improvements are
possible through parameter optimization alone. As a starting























































Fig. 4. Stability of the weakly structured peptides (AAQAA)3 (A) and
CLN025 (B) and the fast-folding proteins villin (C), Trp-cage (D), and GTT
Fip35 (E) from simulated tempering simulations. Experimental melting
curves are shown in black. We note that simulations of (AAQAA)3 were used
in the training of the parameters of a99SB-disp. No folded structures were
observed in simulations of (AAQAA)3, villin, Trp-cage, or GTT Fip35 run with
a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D, and there were no folded structures observed in sim-
ulations of villin run with a03ws.
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attempted to modify its parameters to improve its performance
for both ordered and disordered proteins.
Inspired by previous successful efforts to reparameterize
force-field torsion angles to obtain a more accurate balance
between helix and coil states (10, 11, 14), we performed a similar
torsion optimization targeting (AAQAA)3 fraction helicity and
polyalanine scalar couplings as described previously (14). At
improved levels of helicity, we observed previously described
(36) discrepancies in the helical propensities of charged residues,
and we thus incorporated the corrections of the a99SB*-ILDN-Q
force field (36). We found that, through torsion optimizations, it
was possible to produce good agreement with the temperature-
dependent helicity of (AAQAA)3 and polyalanine scalar cou-
plings (χ2 = 0.94). Simulations of disordered proteins performed
with this torsion-optimized force field, however, produced en-
sembles that were too helical compared with experimental
measurements (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) and, in the case of ACTR,
induced a hydrophobic collapse. There seemed to be some
cooperativity between helix formation and collapse in disordered
proteins, as we observed that torsion parameters that accurately
described helical propensities in small peptides, such as (AAQAA)3,
and small disordered peptides, such as NTAIL MoRE, did not
produce accurate simulations of partially helical disordered
proteins that were large enough to experience hydrophobic col-
lapse. This force field also substantially degraded the accuracy
of simulations of GB3 and ubiquitin by destabilizing the packing
of β sheets.
These results suggest that it may be difficult to accurately
describe helical propensities, the dimensions of disordered pro-
teins, and the stability of native states in a99SB*-ILDN-Q/
TIP4PD using torsion optimization alone. To overcome this
difficulty, we thus also tested modifications in the strength of the
C6 dispersion term in our water model. In an attempt to alleviate
the overcollapse of helical disordered proteins, we optimized a
water model with a slightly stronger C6 dispersion term than that
of TIP4P-D (960 kcal mol−1 Å−6 in our water model as opposed to
900 kcal mol−1 Å−6 in TIP4P-D) as described previously (7). We
compared the liquid water properties of this water model, which
we refer to as a99SB-disp water, with those of TIP4P-D in SI
Appendix, Table S22; we found most properties to be very similar,
although for some, such as the diffusion coefficient, slightly worse
agreement with experiment was observed with a99SB-disp water.
We also compared the solvation free energies of protein side-
chain analogs in TIP3P, TIP4P-D, and a99SB-disp water (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S13) and found them to be very similar. We found that
a99SB-disp water successfully reduced the occurrence of hydro-
phobic collapse of disordered helical states but also destabilized
folded proteins and helical conformations in (AAQAA)3, drkN
SH3, ACTR, and NTAIL.
Inspired by previous work (9), we then attempted to increase
the stability of helical states and folded proteins by introducing
modifications to the O-H LJ pair between backbone carbonyl
oxygens and backbone amide hydrogens, which strengthened
protein backbone hydrogen bonds. To find reasonable combi-
nations of the carbonyl-oxygen and backbone amide hydrogen
O-H LJ pair and backbone torsion adjustments while reducing
the risk of overfitting, we optimized these parameters against a
“training” subset of the benchmark set introduced above: ubiq-
uitin, GB3, (AAQAA)3, Ala5, NTAIL MoRE, NTAIL, drkN SH3,
ACTR, and α-synuclein. We also ran constant temperature
folding simulations of villin and GTT near their melting tem-
peratures to ensure that they could reversibly fold and unfold. In
our search of parameter space, we found that we were unable to
simultaneously reproduce the helicity of both (AAQAA)3 and
helical disordered proteins with high accuracy and ultimately
accepted worse agreement with (AAQAA)3 helicity in favor of
more accurate descriptions of NTAIL MoRE, NTAIL, drkN SH3,
ACTR, and α-synuclein.
Through iterative adjustments of the backbone torsion po-
tential and of the strength of the LJ modification for carbonyl
oxygen and amide hydrogen pairs, we were able to produce a
force field, which we term a99SB-disp, that performed reason-
ably well across our training set of proteins. In addition to these
modifications, a99SB-disp includes a series of side-chain torsion
modifications targeting Protein Data Bank (PDB) rotamer dis-
tributions and quantum mechanical (QM) energy scans; a repar-
ameterization of the side-chain charges of aspartate, glutamate,
and arginine residues to match the guanidinium acetate associa-
tion constant (14); and a reparameterization of glycine backbone
torsion angles targeting a PDB coil library distribution (41, 42).
The final parameters and further information regarding the pa-
rameterization of a99SB-disp are contained in SI Appendix (SI
Appendix, Tables S22–S25).
In the training set, a99SB-disp performed comparably with the
best-performing force fields for the folded proteins GB3 and
ubiquitin (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Tables S3, S4, and S15), and
(AAQAA)3 helicity (Fig. 4) was comparable with a99SB*-ILDN,
a03ws, and C36m. Simulations of NTAIL, drkN SH3, ACTR, and
α-synuclein were in good agreement with experiment (Figs. 2 and
3 and SI Appendix, Tables S7–S10 and S15), containing a rea-
sonable amount of residual helicity in the correct regions of the
protein sequences (Fig. 3). A similar level of accuracy was
obtained for the simulations of the test set of proteins not used in
the parameter optimization: HEWL, BPTI, Aβ40, PaaA2, p15PAF,
Sic1, Ash1, GCN4, and calmodulin (Figs. 2 and 3 and SI Ap-
pendix, Tables S5, S6, and S11–S17), suggesting that the pa-
rameters obtained are reasonably transferable and that the level
of accuracy obtained was not the result of overfitting on the
training set of proteins. Simulations run with a99SB-disp also
produced the best agreement with experiment among all force
fields tested on an additional 52 folded proteins from the test
sets by Huang et al. (6) and Mao et al. (35) (SI Appendix, Fig.
S15 and Tables S20, S21, and S26), none of which were used in
parameterization, providing further evidence for the trans-
ferability of the parameters.
Importantly, in our benchmark set, which includes nine dis-
ordered proteins with lengths ranging from 40 to 140 residues
and experimental Rg values ranging from 12 to 32 Å, simulations
of disordered proteins run with a99SB-disp had the closest
agreement with experimental Rg measurements of all force fields
tested, with an average deviation of only 6% from experimental
values. In particular, for all disordered proteins with more than
60 residues, simulations run with a99SB-disp produced ensem-
bles that were substantially more expanded, in much closer
agreement with experiment, than those in simulations run with
the next best force field, C36m (27% deviation from experi-
mental Rg values) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). This difference is most
pronounced in simulations of larger proteins with more hydro-
phobic sequences (α-synuclein, NTAIL, and Sic1). In simulations
of shorter, more compact disordered proteins, such as Aβ40 and
drkN SH3, and in simulations of the highly charged disordered
protein Ash1 (net charge of −15 at pH 7), both force fields
produced Rg values in good agreement with experiment. On
average, simulations of disordered proteins run with a99SB-disp
were also in substantially better agreement with experimental
NMR measurements than were simulations run with C36m, with
similar levels of improvement observed in simulations of disor-
dered proteins in both the training and test sets.
The a99SB-disp melting curves for villin, Trp-cage, and GTT,
proteins that were not part of the training set, were also in much
better agreement with experiment than the a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-
D melting curves, which showed no folded populations at any
temperature for these proteins. There was no noticeable im-
provement in the folded population of CLN025 compared with
simulations run with a99SB-ILDN/TIP4P-D (Fig. 4). We see
some evidence of cold denaturation in the a99SB-disp melting






























curve of villin, which is likely attributable to a subtle shift in the
folding enthalpy and heat capacity induced by the water model
(SI Appendix, Fig. S16).
Discussion
We have assessed six protein force fields commonly used in MD
simulation and found that, although the force fields tested pro-
duced results in good agreement with experiment in many cases,
simulations of the disordered proteins in our benchmark
revealed limitations in each of the force fields. We have
proposed a force field, a99SB-disp, with improved parame-
ters that were trained on and tested against separate subsets
of the benchmark; this force field advances the state of the art
for accuracy for simulations of disordered proteins, while
achieving accuracy comparable with the best force fields for
folded proteins.
The transferability of a99SB-disp across the benchmark ex-
amined here suggests that it should be suitable for studying a
number of systems that are not well-described by existing force
fields. The ability of a99SB-disp to describe both ordered and
disordered states should enable accurate simulations of proteins
with both ordered and disordered domains as well as simulations
of transitions between disordered and ordered states, such as
those observed in the coupled folding-upon-binding of intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins with their binding partners. Further
studies that examine the performance of a99SB-disp in simulations
of a wider variety of disordered proteins and explore its perfor-
mance from the perspective of polymer physics (43) should also be
of considerable interest.
It is notable that the transferability of a99SB-disp was achieved
within the constraints of the approximate functional forms used
in current fixed charge force fields. The parameters of a99SB-
disp are the result of introducing modest changes to an existing
force field to enable the accurate description of both ordered
and disordered proteins. We found that we were able to achieve
this goal by modifying the water model and iteratively testing
small changes in backbone torsion corrections and the strength
of a backbone O-H LJ pair. We believe that the demonstration
that the simplified functional form of a nonpolarizable force field
is sufficient to describe folded proteins and a wide range of
disordered and partially disordered systems provides a note-
worthy proof of principle and that the accuracy achieved in
a99SB-disp simulations of folded proteins, disordered proteins,
fast-folding proteins, and multidomain proteins suggests that this
force field could be useful for the accurate simulation of a wide
variety of systems that present difficulties for existing force fields.
Due to the computational cost of obtaining sufficiently con-
verged simulations of the proteins in our training set, our search
for a set of optimal parameters was not exhaustive. It is thus
possible that the performance of a99SB-disp could benefit from
further optimization. In particular, it is likely that modifications
not explored in this study, such as more extensive changes to the
nonbonded parameters, could further improve a99SB-disp (and
other fixed charge force fields). Joint optimizations of alkane
vdW terms (such as those introduced in C36m) and water model
parameters, for example, may better capture the physics of the
hydrophobic effect and further improve the ability of fixed
charge models to balance the stability of small peptides and the
dimensions of disordered proteins. The benchmark set of pro-
teins described here should provide a valuable tool in future
efforts to develop force fields that accurately describe a broad
range of disordered systems.
Methods
MD Simulations. Details of the MD simulation setup for each of the systems
studied in this work can be found in SI Appendix, Table S16. All systems were
simulated using the following force fields: a99SB*-ILDN (11, 12) with TIP3P
(13), C22* (14) with TIP3P-CHARMM (34), C36m (6), a03ws (containing
modified TIP4P/2005 interactions) (8), a99SB and TIP4P-Ew (32) with the
Head-Gordon vdW (9) and dihedral (33) modifications (termed a99SB-
UCB), a99SB-ILDN (12) with TIP4P-D (7), and a99SB-disp. (The parameters
for the a99SB-disp force field are listed in SI Appendix.) Systems were
initially equilibrated at 300 K and 1 bar for 1 ns using the Desmond soft-
ware (44). Production runs at 300 K were performed in the NPT ensemble
(45–47) with Anton specialized hardware (48) using a 2.5-fs time step and
a 1:2 RESPA scheme (49). Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were restrained
to their equilibrium lengths using the M-SHAKE algorithm (50). Non-
bonded interactions were truncated at 12 Å, and the Gaussian split Ewald
method (51) with a 32 × 32 × 32 mesh was used for the electrostatic in-
teractions. All simulations were run at 300 K, with the exception of
(AAQAA)3, CLN025, and the fast-folding proteins Trp-cage, villin, and GTT,
which used simulated tempering (52) to improve sampling. In simulated
tempering simulations of (AAQAA)3 and CLN025, 20 rungs were spaced
geometrically spanning 278–390 K. In simulated tempering simulations of
Trp-cage, villin, and GTT, 60 rungs were spaced geometrically spanning
278–400 K.
Calculation of Experimental Observables. Backbone scalar coupling constants




3JC′C′ (56). Side-chain scalar coupling constants
were calculated using published Karplus relationships for 3JHαHβ,
3JC’Hβ,
3JC’Cγ, and
3JNCγ (57), with the exception of
3JC’Cγ and
3JNCγ values for Ile,
Thr, and Val, which were computed using Karplus parameters from the
work by Chou et al. (58). Through-hydrogen bond 3HJNC′ scalar coupling
constants were calculated according to the work by Barfield (59). RDCs of
folded proteins were calculated as reported previously (60). RDCs of dis-
ordered proteins were calculated using PALES (61) using a local alignment
window of 15 residues. Backbone amide and methyl S2 order parameters
were calculated from the value of the internal autocorrelation functions
of the relevant bond vectors at lag times corresponding to the experi-
mentally determined rotational correlation times as described previously
(62). Internal autocorrelation functions were calculated after aligning
trajectories to the backbone atoms of the simulation starting structures
for ubiquitin, GB3, and HEWL and to backbone atoms of the stable leu-
cine zipper coiled coil dimer interface for GCN4 (63). NMR chemical shifts
were calculated using Sparta+ (64). PREs were calculated as described
previously (7).
Calculation of Normalized Force-Field Scores. To compare the relative accuracy
of each force field, we report normalized force-field scores. For folded
proteins, the rmsd from each class of experimental data, such as side-chain
scalar couplings, is normalized by the smallest observed rmsd among the
seven force fields examined here. The normalized force-field score is de-
termined by taking the average of the normalized rmsds over all classes of
experimental measurements (the classes used for a specific protein are given
in the first columns of SI Appendix, Tables S3–S6; note that a class may in-
clude multiple datasets listed in SI Appendix, Table S1):








where N is the number of classes of experimental data considered, FFrmsd is
the rmsd of the simulated values from the corresponding experimental
values for class i, and rmsdNorm is the smallest observed rmsd of all of the
seven force fields examined in this study for class i. In this metric, a nor-
malized FFScore of one indicates that a force field produces the closest
agreement with experiment among all of the force fields tested for all of the
classes of experimental observables considered.
For disordered proteins, GCN4, and calmodulin, force-field scores are
computed as a combination of a backbone NMR chemical shift score (CSScore),
a score based on additional NMR measurements (NMRScore), and an Rg de-
viation penalty (RgPenalty). The CSScore is determined analogously to the
folded protein score by normalizing the rmsd for each class of chemical shift
type (the classes are listed in SI Appendix, Tables S7–S17) (for drkN SH3, for
example, the classes are Cα, Hα, HN, C′, and Cβ) by the smallest rmsd observed
for the seven force fields and taking an average of the normalized rmsds
over all sets of experimental chemical shifts. The NMR score is computed
analogously for all additional classes of NMR measurements. The RgPenalty is
zero if the average simulated Rg is within the experimentally estimated
error (RgExp error). For deviations larger than the estimated experimental
error, the RgPenalty is calculated as





The combined disordered protein force-field score is computed as
Disordered   Protein  FFScore =
CS  Score +NMR  Score
2
+RgPenalty .
We find it helpful to summarize the accuracy of each force field in this way as
a single number. Clearly, however, the details of the definition of the score
are, to some extent, arbitrary. To facilitate examination of alternative scores,
we have included in SI Appendix the deviation of the simulated values from
experiment for each of the experimental measurements considered here for
each force field. To provide a measure of the sensitivity of the calculated force-
field scores to the initial simulation conditions on the timescales examined in
this study, we repeated simulations of the folded and disordered proteins ex-
amined in this study using the a99SB-disp force field with a different set of
randomized initial velocities. We compare the resulting force-field scores with
those obtained from the previous set of simulations in SI Appendix, Fig. S14.
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